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ABSTRACT
Two-dimensional building footprints are a basis for many applications: from cartography to three-dimensional
building models generation. Although, many methodologies have been proposed for building footprint extraction,
this topic remains an open research area. Neural networks are able to model the complex relationships between
the multivariate input vector and the target vector. Based on these abilities we propose a methodology using
neural networks and Markov Random Fields (MRF) for automatic building footprint extraction from normalized
Digital Surface Model (nDSM) and satellite images within urban areas. The proposed approach has mainly two
steps. In the first step, the unary terms are learned for the MRF energy function by a four-layer neural network.
The neural network is learned on a large set of patches consisting of both nDSM and Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index (NDVI). Then prediction is performed to calculate the unary terms that are used in the MRF.
In the second step, the energy function is minimized using a maxflow algorithm, which leads to a binary building
mask. The building extraction results are compared with available ground truth. The comparison illustrates the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm which can extract approximately 80% of buildings from nDSM with high
accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional (2D) building footprint extraction from imagery or/and DSM data has been a research issue
for decades and is of great interest since it plays a key role in three-dimensional (3D) building model generation,
map updating, urban planning and reconstruction, infrastructure development, etc. The collection of building
footprints often needs a lot of manual work and is both time consuming and costly. Moreover, it is challenging to
extract building information from remotely sensed data due to the sophisticated nature of urban environments.
Therefore, automatic methods are required for an efficient collection of building footprints from large urban areas
containing thousands of buildings.
Many automatic methods have been developed in the last decades using various data sources. Some approaches perform building detection on the basis of aerial1, 2 and high-resolution satellite imagery3–7 using spectral reflectance values.8 However, these methods often face problems caused by imaging radiometry of optical
sensors when similar spectral reflectance of the ground occurs. The building roofs are built from different materials depending on the regions and can have different colors. A comparable spectral reflectance of the building
roofs with other objects on the ground can cause incorrect building extraction.
Several investigations have been made to detect building regions using height information. There are two
main sources for the height data. One source is LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging), which provides very
accurate DSM. The majority of solutions propose at first to classify the LIDAR points as whether they belong
to the ground, to buildings or to other object classes.9 Using ground filters the Digital Terrain Model (DTM)
is determined and then subtracted from the DSM. Afterwards, applying height thresholds the remaining nonground points are classified into vegetation and building candidate regions, which are further refined in following
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steps applying different methods. In order to overcome the possible weakness of horizontal accuracy in LIDAR
data some approaches use additionally multispectral data.10, 11
The other source, which provides elevation information, is stereo imagery. The DSMs are calculated from
satellite stereo data using image matching techniques. The quality of satellite images together with the global
coverage dramatically increased in the last years, keeping the cost lower as compared to LIDAR data. As a
result, DSMs produced by stereo data have become more popular in the recent years.12, 13 However, one of the
drawbacks of using DSMs from stereo satellite images is that they are not as accurate as the LIDAR based
DSMs. Generally, building footprint extraction with stereo DSM is quite similar to the methods using LIDAR
data. In Ref. 12, 14 the building footprint candidates are generated as following: First, nDSM is generated by
subtraction of DTM from DSM. Second, using the NDVI, calculated from given multispectral data, the vegetation
is discriminated from the buildings. Afterwords, shape modeling algorithms are used to precisely delineate the
buildings. Ref. 15 proposes to extract rectangular building footprints directly from the DSM using Marked Point
Processes (MPP). Simple building outlines in vectorial form are extracted from DSM in Ref. 16 using an energy
minimization model with the assumption that buildings have rectangular shapes.
Although, many methods were developed in the field of building footprint extraction this problem is still not
well solved due to the complexity of buildings in urban areas. In this paper we present a methodology using
MRF and neural networks for automatic building footprint extraction from nDSM and satellite images with a
focus on urban areas. A similar approach was used in Ref. 17, where Softmax was applied in the last layer of
the neural network, which is actually a pixel-wise decision. The major difference in the presented methodology
is the use of MRF for generating the final binary mask, which is a global optimal inference, not a local one.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1 Problem Formulation
Similar to Ref. 18 we define our problem as following: Let I be a nDSM image concatenated together with NDVI
from given multispectral data and M be a corresponding given building mask. The pixels M (i, j) of the mask
could be defined as the following:

1
if (i,j) is building
M (i, j) =
0
if (i,j) is non-building
We aim to learn how to make the prediction p(M (i, j)|I) for each pixel and, applying the MRF energy minimization approach, to generate a binary building mask.
Since the satellite images are huge we tile the images into patches of size w × w pixels with overlap. It should
be mentioned that the size of the patch defined from image is equal to the size of the computed mask patch.
Hence, we can rewrite the distribution as:
p(P atch(M )w×w )|P atch(I)w×w )

(1)

where P atch(Image)w×w is an image’s patch of size w × w for both satellite image and true building mask. As
a result, the model learns to make predictions for each mask patch p(P atch(M )w×w ) given a p(P atch(I)w×w )
image patch.

2.2 Neural Networks and Learning algorithm to detect buildings/non-buildings
In the first step of the proposed approach for building footprint extraction from DSM and satellite images we
model the distribution (1) applying neural networks, which have already been used for several applications in
photogrammetry and image analyses.17–19 In this work the neural network, functional form is denoted as f , is
a four-layer perceptron where the first-layer is input, the fourth-layer is output and the rest are hidden-layers.
The layers except the first one are non-linear layers with a logistic sigmoid activation function σ(x) defined by
the formula:
1
(2)
σ(x) =
1 + e−x

Regularly, the multilayer perceptron maps the input vector data xi to the output vector data yi through a
set of non-linear functions (sigmoid activation function σ(x) in our case) with parameters W and b as a weights
and biases correspondingly. A single layer neural network can be represented as:
!
f (x) = σ

X

Wi xi + b

(3)

i

Therefore, our network can be written as:
f (x) = σ (W|3 σ (W|2 σ (W|1 x + b1 ) + b2 ) + b3 )

(4)

where Wi are the weight matrices and bi are the bias vectors for each layer.
The reason of choosing a sigmoid function to model our problem is that we want to be sure the predicted
values are between 0 and 1. It means the closer the value to 1 the higher the probability that the pixel belongs
to the desired object. It is very useful for the later binary classification problem. Besides, the derivatives of the
sigmoid function are easy to calculate, which leads to a faster training. Moreover, the use of a sigmoid function
helps in a simple way to introduce non-linearity to the model. Thereby, when a non-linear function is used, more
sophisticated models can be expressed.
In the training process of multilayer neural network weights and biases are at first randomly initialized.
During every training iteration the inputs are sent to the network and the model outputs the predictions. The
model then learns in a supervised manner comparing the resulted predictions with given true data by minimizing
the cross entropy and adjusting the weights and biases with backpropagation algorithm using stochastic gradient
descent in small batches. In order to prevent the tendency of neural network from overfitting the training data a
”weight decay” (namely L2 regularization) is employed. It prevents the weights of growing too large. The cross
entropy loss function together with weight decay formally can be written as:
E=−

λ X 2
1X
[y log ŷ + (1 − y) log(1 − ŷ)] +
w
n x
2n w

(5)

where n is the size of our training set, y is the corresponding desired output, ŷ is a prediction and λ is the weight
decay coefficient.
To organize the training data the input images are divided into patches. It is also important to integrate as
much additional context information as possible into the inputs. Therefore, because trees are usually mixed with
buildings, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) computed from the multispectral images is employed
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Figure 1. Neural network organization

additionally to separate them from buildings. As a result, the neural network is learned on a large set of patches
consisting of both DSM and NDVI as inputs and given mask as outputs (see Figure 1).
After training the defined neural network the model is ready to make the predictions on a new unseen data
set. Those new data are forwarded though the network and the predicted patches are obtained. After that, the
patches are stitched together in the same manner as image tiling in order to generate an image with the same
size as the original DSM.

2.3 MRF energy minimization
To generate a binary building mask the buildings should be separated from the background. This can be achieved
by assigning to each pixel of the image a label. In our case it is a binary form where

0
background
L=
1
building
Additionally, we need to incorporate spatial correlations into a segmentation process in order to specify the local
characteristics of an image.20, 21 Therefore, the approach for the second step can be formulated as a discrete
labeling problem, the solution to which is MRF energy minimization.
MRF is an undirected graphical models which can find a solution to energy minimization via graph cut
algorithm, where the minimum cut on a graph corresponds to the minimum of an energy function.22, 23 It should
be mentioned that binary problems can be solved exactly using this approach. We compute minimum cut on
a graph by using maximum flow algorithm due to its equivalency to the first as it is declared in the Ford and
Fulkerson theorem.23, 24 This step of the approach is implemented in C++ using the graph cut minimization
software prepared by Ref. 25 using the libraries provided by Ref. 26.
As described above, in the first step the predictions defined by Equation (1) are learned by the chosen neural
network and a predicted mask is generated. Mainly, this prediction could be seen as unary terms φi (yi , x) for
the MRF energy function as shown in Equation (6).
E=

N
X
i

φi (li , x) +

X

ψi (li , lj , x)

(6)

i∼j

where li is the label of node i, x is the given data. The unary terms penalize the solutions inconsistent with the
observations. The second potential term of Equation (6) is called pairwise term and it reflects the interactions
between labels assign within the neighborhood.
As a result, applying the described methodology we search for the best suitable label for each pixel taking
into account spatial correlations between them.

3. STUDY AREA AND DATASETS
We performed experiments on datasets consisting of DSM reconstructed from WorldView-2 stereo panchromatic
images and NDVI computed from WorldView-2 multi-spectral image. The DSM and panchromatic images have
a resolution of 0.5 meters per pixel. By removing a topography information from DSM based on Ref. 27 we
obtained a nDSM for the experiment, which contains information only about non-terrain objects (buildings, trees
and etc.). For learning the parameters in the neural network a building mask from the municipal city of Munich,
Germany is used as a ground truth.
For learning process the training dataset consisting of 39790 samples was generated. This dataset is organized
as pairwise dataset, where first element corresponds to the concatenated vector representation of nDSM and
NDVI patches both of size 32×32 (input data for neural network in Figure 1) and the second element, which
corresponds to the vector representation of ground truth patches of size 32×32 (output data for neural network
in Figure 1). The overlap between the patches is 24 pixels. To see how well the built neural network can perform,
we use the generated on a new area two test datasets, which relate only to the vector representation of nDSM
and NDVI patches as inputs to the neural network.
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Figure 2. Stereo DSMs used for experiment.

The neural network f has 2048 input units, 400 units in the first hidden layer, 100 units in the second
hidden layer and 1024 output units. For training the neural networks stochastic gradient descent is used with
mini-batches size of 10. We use a learning rate of 0.0005 and L2 weight decay of 0.0002. The number of epochs
is 3000.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Qualitative analysis
In this section the results of each step of the proposed method for building footprint extraction from DSM are
demonstrated. In order to learn the model parameters for obtaining the probability building mask we train
the neural network as described in Section 2.2. After training the neural network and learning the model’s
parameters, we present to the system the city’s areas which have not been used in the training phase (see
Figure 2). The building footprint extraction results of the neural network, which provides building/non-building
probabilities for each pixel from nDSM are shown in Figure 3 for the selected test datasets. The higher the
probability value of a pixel, the brighter the pixel on image and the higher the confidence that the pixel belongs
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Figure 3. Unary energy terms (building/nonbuilding predictions) for each test dataset.
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Figure 4. Example of the extracted building footprints from nDSM.

to a building. It can be clearly seen that the model successfully extracts the shapes of building footprints,
without any influence of trees.
The aimed binary building masks are obtained for two selected test regions by minimizing the MRF energy
function as shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). It can be observed that using MRF the complex relationships
specifically the building footprint shapes are well modeled. For visualization and better interpretation the
extracted building footprints are overlapped with the reference building footprints in Figures 4(c) and 4(d) for
both test datasets. As can be seen, the buildings are well separated from the background and they are in most
cases very close to the ground truth.

4.2 Quantitative analysis
In this paper the building footprint extraction results are evaluated against the reference based on traditional
pixel-based and object-based classification accuracy metrics. In the first step a many-to-many correspondence
between reference building footprints and the extracted results is registered as the following: if the overlap
between a building in reference and an extracted one is at least 50%, then the correspondence is detected. Then
the extracted results are categorised as either true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false
negative (FN). According to classification applications: TP represents the common area of extracted objects and
reference objects; TN is an area, which belongs to neither the extracted result nor the reference; FP represents
the falsely extracted buildings; FN is the area that belongs to the reference object but not to the extracted

result. This allows us to introduce the following evaluation metrices for pixel-based evaluation:
TP
TP + FN
TP
Correctness =
TP + FP
TP
Quality =
TP + FN + FP

Completeness =

(7)
(8)
(9)

According to Ref. 28 the description to these metrices can be given as following: The completeness defines the
fraction of the building polygon area being correctly detected with respect to the desired building footprint
area. The correctness defines the fraction of correctly detected parts of extracted building footprint to the
whole extracted building polygon area. The overall quality rate represents a combination of completeness and
correctness.
Additionally, object-based shape similarity metrics are calculated as well, which describe how the extracted
object is resembling to the referenced one. From the large variety of measures regarding to shape similarities, the
Perimeter ratio r(P ) and Area ratio r(A) between the extracted building footprint and reference are selected.
These ratios are defined as:
abs(Pe − Pref )
Pref
abs(Ae − Aref )
r(A) =
Aref

(10)

r(P ) =

(11)

where Pe and Pref correspond to perimeter of extracted building and reference, and Ae and Aref are the areas of
extracted building and reference, respectively. The closer these ratios to 0, the more similar are both shapes. It
should be noticed that for each presented shape metric, calculated between corresponding buildings, the obtained
values are averaged afterwards.
A quantitative analysis has been performed on both selected test datasets to assess the quality of the proposed
methodology. For every dataset the pixel-based and object-based metrics were calculated and the results are
presented in Table 1. We consider a minimum size of a building as 32 m2 in order to avoid obvious mistakes.
From the obtained results we can see that, although the completeness/correctness/quality values are dataset
dependent, their values are close to correspondent values among the regions.
Table 1. Pixel-based and object-based automatic building footprint extraction results for both test datasets.

Region 1
Region 2

Completeness
72%
75%

Correctness
91%
89%

Quality
67%
69%

r(A)
0.15
0.13

r(P )
0.16
0.078

Most of FN errors (red regions in Figures 4(c) and 4(d)) are due to completely undetected buildings. This
can be explained as low sensitivity of our approach to the recognition of low-rise buildings, which are surrounded
by higher buildings. Another reason can be the lack of low-rise building or their small amount in the training
dataset. As a result, the model did not learn their representations and can not recognize them as buildings.
Another reason of undetected buildings is their possible cover with vegetation, grown on the roof. The typical
example of such roof is highlighted in black rectangle (I) in Figure 4(d). This region is demonstrated in the
multispectral image in Figure 5(a). Some undetected building parts of the obtained results can be caused by
noisy DSM data.
Turning to FP errors (blue color in Figures 4(c) and 4(d)) we can conclude that some positively extracted
footprints define new built constructions in a city. Because the used ground truth is not up to date, they are not
presented on it. However those new constructions can be clearly seen on DSM and pancromatic images. The

(a) FN detected building:
Roof with vegetation

(b) FP detected building:
A new construction

Figure 5. Detailed information of the highlighted areas.

detailed view of such FP extracted building (black rectangle (II) in Figure 4(d)) is demonstrated in Figure 5(b)).
This is a positive sign that our model can perform also on updating of building footprints.
From the perspective of shape similarity metrics for both regions one can conclude that the outlines of the
extracted buildings are close to the reference even for very curved and sophisticated shapes.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this study, a new approach was proposed for automatic building footprint extraction from nDSM using
satellite images, neural networks and MRF algorithms. From available multispectral satellite image the NDVI
was computed and employed additionally to the nDSM data to separate trees from buildings. Because the images
are huge, we tile the DSM and NDVI into patches. In the first step, the four-layer neural network was learned
on a large set of patches. Then prediction was performed to calculate the unary terms to be used in the MRF.
Further, the energy function was minimized using a max-flow algorithm and a final binary building mask was
generated. The major advantage of using the MRF technique, as a post-processing step, is that it gives a global
optimal inference, not a local one.
Experimental results have shown that the proposed technique can detect urban and industrial buildings of
different shapes with a very high success rate. The undetected buildings on some city’s regions can be clarified
as a result of low sensitivity of our methodology to the recognition of low-rise buildings due to their lack in the
training dataset. As a result, the model did not learn their representations. Additionally, the presence of noise
in some parts of DSM causes obvious inaccuracies within the obtained results.
As future implementations we would be interested in trying to improve the available stereo DSM, train the
model on a bigger training dataset using parallel programming, build up a generated neural network with MRF
as one processing chain and improve the footprint outlines by this.
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